
Ownership and transfers of land in the persperctive of tax law 

 
Main purpose of this thesis is to present all taxes which are levied on ownership or 

transfers of land arising from any legal title. Subject of the thesis are not only taxes typically 

connected with land, such as land tax or real estate transfer tax but also personal income tax, 

corporate income tax and value added tax.   

The main reason of my choice of this subject was my natural interest in this area and 

connection between public and private law which is very strong in the matter in question. 

Financial law is typical public law and tax law is one branch of financial law. However, the 

subject of taxation is land in this thesis. The owneship of land, as an essential base of all 

human activity, is the basic subject of private law. The mixture of the two is therefore unique. 

Chapter Two introduces tax law area and main definitions are descibed here. Attention 

is also focused on the definition of land and its picture in current law. Another area descibed 

there are principles of evaluation of property according to Czech law. Also historical 

development of tax law in area of Czech republic is included there. The subparagraph starts 

with establisment of Czechoslovakia and ends with its disunion. 

Chapter Three explains construction of land tax in Czech law. All parts of tax are 

analysed in detail, to show how it works. Main changes of the Land Tax Act illustrate a 

common practice of its frequent amending. Last part of the chapter is focused on future 

perspective on this area of tax law. Several opinions are mentioned but final decision is 

adjourned for the final chapter. 

Chapter Four consists of desciption of three taxes (inheritance tax,  gift tax and real 

estate transfer tax). Each of these taxes is discussed separetely in part concerning legal 

elements of taxes. Parts of development of law in last 17 years and final conclusion are given 

in the last subparagraphs for all three taxes together. 

Chapter Five explores two taxes which are very connected in same parts. These taxes 

are personal income tax and corporate income tax. Their presentation is joint where it is 

useful and under other conditions is discussed separately. Comment is focused only on parts 

of taxes which have a direct impact in land taxation. 

Chapter Six concentrates on the impact of value added tax in land taxation. Tax is 

closely connected only with tranfers of building land. Other transfers are exempted of value 

added tax. 



  Conclusions are drawn in Chapter Seven. Several arguments for change of the Czech 

system of taxation of land is presented here. Main thesis is to simplify the Czech tax system. 

To fulfill that, I would suggest that inheritance tax, gift tax and real estate tranfer tax should 

be abondoned and land tax should be changed completely. Particular changes should also 

affect personal income tax. In the very end of this thesis an example is presented to show how 

unfair the current Czech taxation of land may be. 

 

 


